L'vin
2371 and beyond (Shackleton Expanse)
People believe that they are projections of entities from another dimension
here to experience this reality for the scientific collection of data. Each L'vin
possesses a unique nature. Whatever the cause of their existence, their
purpose is clear to them. It is ingrained in the heart of each to experience life
to the fullest. From the moment they achieve self-awareness, they are adults
with inherent skills & knowledge, ready to embark on life’s journey. So short
are their lifespans, they measure their lives in months. It is common for them
to be constantly curious, rarely patient, & easily bored. Due to their rarity &
limited lifespan, they naturally deduce that they are more precious than
anyone else. They are considered scientific curiosities. Virtually free of
empathy & aware that their time is limited, they dally only for pleasure or
personal gain. Names: They are random. Typically, they adopt the first that
sounds good to them. They are neither male nor female, though not unheard
of for them to adopt a gender identity to suit their whims.

EXAMPLE VALUE: We are driven by our sensations & personal desires.
Attributes: Daring +2, Fitness -2, Insight +1, Presence +2,
TRAIT:
L'vin resemble genderless, smooth surface statues of cracked stone. An
inner glow of blue light emanates from w/in their bodies. Other than their
eyes, they possess no discernible facial features. It is common for there
body to appear incomplete. As they age, their entire physical structure
becomes translucent. When nearing death, they take on a ghostly
appearance. They see perfectly in the dark. They do not need to eat.
Talents:
L'vin, or with GM's permission.

Spontaneity
Requirement:
Once/Scene, L'vin are able to take 1 additional standard action or move
action in a combat round, even if it is not their turn.

Energetic Restoration
Requirement:
Once/Scene, you can draw energy from an artificial power source, such
as a battery, to regain Stress Points.

Radioactive Affinity
Requirement:
L'vin can absorb radiation. When you do, the radiation decreases for a #
of hrs = to your Fitness score. You must release absorbed radiation before
you can absorb additional radiation. You release stored radiation as
harmless bright light (equivalent to full daylight) over a period of 10 mins.

SPECIES

